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In the Startup Nation
India displaces Germany to become fourth-largest auto market
On the one hand everybody talks smart mobility.
Amazon invests in self-driving company Aurora

Amazon has invested more than $530 million in the autonomous driving start-up Aurora. Other investors include Toyota, Volkswagen, Anbang Insurance Group, and Baidu. The company was founded in 2016 by CEO Chris Urmson, the former CTO of self-driving cars at Google parent company, Alphabet. CTO for Aurora, Sterling Anderson led the design and launch of the Tesla Model X and Drew Bagnell, Aurora’s vice president and co-founder, was one of the founders of Uber’s Advanced Technology Centre.

Aurora is building a cloud-based platform that works with car manufacturers to develop self-driving technology. It has partnerships with Ford and Cruise (GM).

Could Google, Apple and Intel be the next big car manufacturers?

Tech companies such as Google, Intel and Uber are having a growing influence on the traditional car manufacturing market, according to a GP Bullhound report on global trends.
Everybody needs smart mobility

Krol: Managed lanes can reduce congestion in Texas

By Robert Krol  |  Jan. 8, 2023  |  Updated Jan. 8, 2023 9:53 p.m.
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THE GAP
Technology vs reality
Cumulative Capital Raised by Israeli Transportation Startups ($M)*

* Not including acquisitions

Fuel Choices and Smart Mobility Initiative
THE SOLUTION

From Encouraging Innovation

To Encouraging Implementation
Who is the enabler to do this?
Making the link
Connecting technology & innovation to deployment sites

- Mobility Impact pilot program
- Smart Mobility in Municipalities project
- National network of charging stations
- Israel's HD Mapping project
Making innovation and technology tangible
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- Connecting and spearheading all the government agencies
- Connecting all the Innovation Creators
- Connecting the researchers
- Connecting all the municipalities
- Creating a toolbox
- Creating supportive regulation
- Creating supporting mechanisms
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- Connecting the international smart mobility community
- Creating supportive regulation
- Creating a toolbox
- Creating supporting mechanisms
- Connecting all the municipalities
- Connecting all the researchers
- Connecting the Innovation Creators
- Connecting and spearheading all the government agencies

Connecting all the dots
Accelerate a Change

2020

- The implementation year
- The technology exists now lets concentrate on making it happen!
Thank you